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Single Table Inheritance

Sometimes we want our models to be 
subclasses of other models. For example:

want to share attributes across a number of 
models?

want to capture part of an inheritance 
hierarchy?

Single-table inheritance is one approach to 
solving this problem
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Pros and Cons

Simple to use and setup

Type conversions handled automatically for 
you

However, all required attributes have to be 
present in the parent table

can use null values to invalidate certain 
attributes (often clumsy to do this!)
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Cars and Vans can only be certain colours

Registrations are UK-like

Example

registration
colour

Vehicle

Car Van

name
address

Owner
**

owns
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Example

rails new example
..
cd example
..
rails generate model vehicle registration:string colour:string type:string
..
rails generate model owner name:string address:text email:string
..
rails generate model own owner_id:integer vehicle_id:integer
..
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Edit Models
class Owner < ActiveRecord::Base
  has_many :owns
  has_many :vehicles, :through => :owns

  validates_presence_of :name
  validates_presence_of :address
  validates_format_of :email, :with => /^([a-zA-Z0-9_\-\.]+)@([a-zA-Z0-9_\-\.]+)$/
end

class Vehicle < ActiveRecord::Base
  has_many :owns
  has_many :owners, :through => :owns

  validates_presence_of :registration
  validates_format_of :registration, :with => /^[A-Z0-9]{7}$/
  validates_presence_of :colour
  validates_inclusion_of :colour, :in => %w( red blue green black white )
end
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Add in Inheritance
class Car < Vehicle
  validates_exclusion_of :colour, :in => %w( black white ), :message => "can 
not have black or white cars"
end

class Van < Vehicle
  validates_exclusion_of :colour, :in => %w( red blue ), :message => "can not 
have red or blue vans"
end

van = Van.new(:registration => ‘VAN0001’, :colour => ‘black’)
van.save

car = Car.new(:registration => ‘BLUECAR’, :colour => ‘blue’)
car.save

Vehicle.all # => [#<Van id: 1, registration: "VAN0001", ..>, 
                  #<Car id: 2, registration: "BLUECAR", ..>]

Van.all     # => [#<Van id: 1, registration: "VAN0001", ..>]

Place in app/models/vehicle.rb
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Full Inheritance
In some situations you need to implement 
inheritance in such a way that subclasses (or 
models!) may have different attributes

ie. you want techniques for dealing with 
full inheritance

To do this in Rails you need to use 
polymorphic associations

these are beyond the scope of these 
lectures
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Changing Owners
What happens when we wish to model 
changing ownership of vehicles?

eg. a vehicle has been sold to a new owner

In order to model this situation correctly, 
need a state attribute with ownership 
relationship

relation’s state indicates transaction state

we use actions to transition between states
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transitions gem

Using the transitions gem, we can easily 
implement this state based behaviour

gem “transitions”, :require => [‘transitions’, 
‘active_record/transitions’]

Can identify the states forsale and sold

To our Own’s migration, need to add:
t.string “state”
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See https://github.com/qoobaa/transitions for more information on this gem.
Following altering our owns table’s migration, we’ll need to drop, re-migrate and then re-
seed our underlying database (other approaches are possible, but we’ll leave their discovery 
to the interested reader!).



Solution
class Owns < ActiveRecord::Base
  belongs_to :vehicle
  belongs_to :owner

  include ActiveRecord::Transitions

  state_machine do
    state :forsale # <= initial state
    state :sold

    event :advertise do
      transitions :to => :forsale, :from => [:sold]
    end

    event :sold do
      transitions :to => :sold, :from => [:forsale], :on_transition => :email_dvla
    end
  end
..

..
  private

  def email_dvla
    DvlaMailer.owner(self).deliver
  end
end
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We assume here that the DVLA will accept email notifications of the transference of a vehicle 
and it is the owners sole responsibility to notify them (this is actually not the case in real 
life!).
Mailer code is generated with:
  rails generate mailer DvlaMailer
Possible to place guards on transitions or to hook enter, exit or transition events (see 
https://github.com/qoobaa/transitions for more information).



Mailer

class DvlaMailer < ActionMailer::Base
  default :to => “license@dvla.gov.uk”

  def owner(data)
    @owner = data.owner
    @vehicle = data.vehicle
    mail(:from => @owner.email, :subject => “Ownership change for #{@vehicle.registration}”)
  end
end

app/mailers/dvla_mailer.rb
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Without setting up credentials to deliver this email via an SMTP server, the attempted email 
delivery will be logged.



Mail Templates

<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
  <head>
    <meta content=”text/html; charset=UTF-8” http-equiv=”Content-Type” />
  </head>
  <body>
    <h1>Ownership change for <%= @vehicle.registration %></h1>

    <p>
      <%= @vehicle.class.to_s.capitalise %> has been sold by <%= @owner.name %>.
    </p>
  </body>
</html>

app/views/dvla_mailer/owner.html.erb
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Obviously, fill in the template as you desire! 
To learn more about action mailer, refer to the Rails guide at: http://guides.rubyonrails.org/
action_mailer_basics.html.
If you want to view model instances using the pretty printing table view (see lectures), then 
look at the hirb gem.


